In this work, data dimensionality reduction and reconstruction are carried out via graph filtering. Mean-square error (MSE)-optimal filter matrices that minimize the reconstruction MSE in a graph are determined effectively via gradient descent. Let X := [x 1 . . . x n ] contain the data vectors x i , where every vector is associated with a graph node and it has D entries. Going beyond standard PCA, see e.g., [1], to exploit the similarity weights on the data graph edges, we utilize graph filtering. A scalar linear shift-invariant graph filter of order L is given as K := L =0 c S , where S denotes the graph adjacency matrix S. A data reducing graph matrix filtering operation can be carried out as y := L =0 (S ⊗ I D ) · (I n ⊗ C )x, wherex := vec(X) ∈ R nD×1 is obtained after stacking the columns in X on top of each other, while I n refers to an identify matrix of size n × n and ⊗ is the Kronecker product. Similarly, graph filtering is used to reconstruct the data vectors using the reduced k ×1 vectors y i in y, the adjacency matrix S and reconstruction matrices B ∈ R D×k asx := L m=0 (S m ⊗ I D ) · (I n ⊗ B m )y. The dimensionality reducing and reconstruction filter matrices {B , C } L =0 are determined by minimizing, via gradient descent, the reconstruction
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We compare the performance of the graph-based approach versus standard PCA (where L = 0) in the MNIST handwritten digit dataset, and the Extended Yale-B (EYB) face image dataset. In MNIST we pick randomly 35 images of 4 randomly selected digits giving rise to a graph with n = 140 nodes each associated with a data vector of size 784 × 1. In EYB we randomly pick roughly 20 images for 8 randomly chosen individuals giving rise to a graph with n = 160 nodes, and edge weights formed using the Gaussian kernel. Fig. 1 depicts the reconstruction MSE, in the MNIST-and EYB-derived datasets, versus the reduced dimension k for the standard PCA, as well as different graph matrix filters orders L = 1, 2, 3 and 4. Clearly, the reconstruction MSE decreases as the order L increases. 
